Immigration Vetting Project: Texas State
Races
It is increasingly clear the federal government has abandoned its duty to protect

citizen
lives, property and jobs from border incursions.
'
.

* Agree means I will use the powers of my elected office, to author, vote to support or
promote these legislative initiatives
•

A) Since the federal government has failed in its duties to stop foreign incursions into
our state and acts of violence and terrorism across the globe run rampant, now is the time
to protect Texans as a high priority item. I will conu:hit to utilizing the Texas State Guard
or DPS along vulnerable points of the Texas border and support sheriffs in their
endeavors to keep residents in their jurisdictions protected by any funding or equipment
for such purposes as permitted by law.

agree

disagree

.In my 2010 campaign for Texas governor, I originated the concept of securing our Texas
border using our Texas State Guard, which is under total control ofthe governor. If I had
been elected in 2010,our border would have been secured in six months. Just as Rick Perry
has not, Greg Abbott will not secure the border because they do not want a secure border.

• B) Upon taking the oath of office an elected official is compelled to uphold the law and

the Constitution. It should therefore be a requirement that all officeholders uphold state
and federal laws without prejudice. By not enforcing laws which prohibit undocumented
individuals from entering the country illegally, our elected officials place their
constituency in dire peril. Further, when jurisdictions do not allow law enforcement
to determine identity and LPPLJUaWLRQstatus upon a probable cause encounter in the
normal course of their duties, our :neighborhoods become safety zones for illegal activity
and foreign drug cartels. I support the withdrawal of all state funds, grants, etc where
applicable to such municipalities that practice sanctuary and!or safety zones for
individuals in the country illegally. The issue is so damaging to the legal citizen and
resident as well as to national security, that I will support state legislative efforts or local
· ballot iniatives to repeal all sanctuary/safety zones in the State of Texas.

agree

disagree

We should secure the border using our Texas State Guard. Unconstitutional federal acts
must be nullified. All laws must be enforced equally- no sanctuary cities.
•

C) Illegal immigration can be slowed down by stopping magnets or induceme11ts paid for
by hard-working taxpayers. Increasingly, children are the victims of identity theft as
their social security numbers are stolen and not discovered until they are of working age.

We should favor businesses for compliance in hiring lawful employees by placing them
on a speciaUist for state or local contracts. Additionally, incentivizing them through tax
breaks to hire American or lawful employees. Companies that persist in hiring employees
using stolen or counterfeit identification should be at risk of losing licenses ofall kinds
for failing to use theE-Verify system or other similar resource for verification of identity.
disagree

We should stop the magnet by eliminating all taxpayer-funded services to non-citizens. I
do not agree to tax subsidies or favors for employers in this context. I favor a welcoming
guest worker program that Texas designs and implements, including our own verification
system. Employment obstacles should be addressed by nullifying unconstitutional acts like
the EPA which cause employers to offshore jobs to places where these crushing burdens do
not exist, placing our Texas employers and employees at nearly insurmountable
competitive disadvantage.
•

D) A recent Pulse Opinion survey (2013) reveals that 80% of Texans believe that we
have enough low-skilled workers to fill our employer needs. It has become evident that
in the quest to increase academic standards and prepare students for college, our schools
eliminated the teaching of the trades. Over time, this failure to educate students in the
trades has resulted in not having an adequate supply of skilled craftsmen to fulfill demand
when there is an economic expansion. The shortage in ·competent trades craft employees
can be addressed with cooperation of heavy industry companies, service industries and
our schools to train and mentor American youth. Through this educational reform,·
markets would re-open to American job seekers with the desire to work in the trades and
provide a free flow of trained American labor to the industries who cry out for skilled
labor. I will support the passage oflegislation to implement the re-introduction of the
teaching of the trades in our public schools.
disagree

I favor local and especially parental control in education. As long as we have our current
Texas Constitutional mandate to expend public monies on education, we must not limit this
to only college preparation but must include education for trades and other skills that do
not include a college pathway.
•

E) Any business and all subcontractors, consultants and temporary workers used in the
course of doing business with a state or local governmental entity through the bid or
single source process, must use E-Verify or similar resource to halt identity theft and
illegal hiring practices. I will support legislation mandating the use of E-Verify or
similar resource.

agree

disagree

Verification should take place earlier and in a different way. In addition to stopping the
magnet by eliminating all taxpayer-funded services to non-citizens, I favor a welcoming

guest worker program that Texas designs and implements, including our own verification
system.
•

F) Executive Orders, which are of a temporary nature by law, should not be used to
compel actions by a federal branch of government that conflict with duly passed laws of
Congress. Texas must determine when such actions are arbitrary, political and capable of
causing harm and injury to Texans. In such cases we must reject such directives by using
the courts and Texas' l0th Amendment powers. I will support legislation to limit the use
of executive orders by the President to fully align with the U.S. Constitution.

agree

disagree

In my 2010 campaign for Texas governor, I alone trumpeted the need to nullify
unconstitutional federal acts and demonstrated the will to lead that charge. This is still true
for 2014. I will not just "support legislation," I will not sue the federal government for
ss
NULLFY!
permission to act as the sovereign state we are -I Kathie GlaWILL
Office: Texas Governor

Name:

Signature:

Date:

Please remit your responses to the following fax number: 713-973-5762. Please make sure to fax
both pages of this survey. You may also mail in your responses to: STM 448 W.19th St. #234,
Houston,Tx. 77008.
Questions: HaPDLOLiz Theiss at: magnacarta~topthemagnet.com or call Jeanne Hall at 713660-0788 and leave us a message. We will return your call promptly.

